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Although the concept of selective delivery has been postulated over 100 years ago, no targeted nanomedicine has
been clinically approved so far. Nanoparticlesmodifiedwith targeting ligands to promote the selective delivery of
therapeutics towards a specific cell population have been extensively reported. However, the rational design of
selective particles is still challenging. One of the main reasons for this is the lack of quantitative theoretical and
experimental understanding of the interactions involved in cell targeting. In this review,we discuss new theoret-
ical models and experimentalmethods that provide a quantitative view of targeting.We show the new advance-
ments in multivalency theory enabling the rational design of super-selective nanoparticles. Furthermore, we
present the innovative approaches to obtain key targeting parameters at the single-cell and single molecule
level and their role in the design of targeting nanoparticles. We believe that the combination of new theoretical
multivalent design and experimental methods to quantify receptors and ligands aids in the rational design and
clinical translation of targeted nanomedicines.

© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. Idealistic versus realistic view of active targeting nanomedicines (not to scale). In
(A) an idealistic view of targeting is represented. The target cell receptor is exclusively
expressed in the diseased cells and the homogeneous nanoparticle formulation interacts
exclusively with targets on the diseased cells. (B) represents a more realistic view of
targeting. The target cell receptor is expressed in the diseased and partially in healthy
cells, leading to off-targeting. The receptor expression in the diseased cells is highly
heterogeneous. Nanoparticles are heterogeneous in size and number of targeting
ligands. These ligands can be shielded by overcrowding or serum proteins forming a
protein corona, influencing the target recognition of the nanoformulation. Serum
proteins are schematically represented by transferrin molecules (PDB ID 1D3K) [92].
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1. Introduction: the challenges of active targeted nanomedicines

Nanomedicine employs nanotechnology to design drug delivery
systems to engineer or cure the tissue of interest. Thirty years ago,
the use of nanocarriers such as nanoparticles to selectively deliver
therapeutic agents opened a spectrum of new opportunities: admin-
ister water-insoluble drugs, increase the drug accumulation in the
tissue of interest and reduce the side effects of current therapeutics
[1,2]. These advantages boosted the number of publications in the
field and culminated in the first clinically approved nanomedicine
in the mid-90s [3]. The benefits of nanomedicines were recognized
in a variety of fields, including oncology, cardiology, vaccinology,
and tissue engineering [4–8].

Off-target effects result in unwanted toxicities to healthy cells and
are a significant bottleneck in the development of new therapies. Active
targeting has been proposed to be the holy grail of nanomedicine, en-
suring tissue and cell specificity [9]. In this approach, the nanocarrier
is functionalized with targeting ligands– including antibodies, peptides,
aptamers or other smallmolecules – able to bind selectively to a cell sur-
face biomarker, guiding the nanoparticles to a specific organ or cell type
[10]. Cells express a multitude of different biomarkers or receptors on
their surface, which serve as hubs of chemical correspondence with
other cells or biomolecules [11–22]. The expression level of these recep-
tors generally changes, e.g. with overexpression in response to a tissue
pathology or injury. This distinctive feature provides a possibility to se-
lectively recognize only the diseased cells, opening an opportunity for
nanomedicine targeting [23]. For example, some cancers highly express
the human epidermal growth factor receptors 1 (EGFR) and 2 (HER2)
[24], vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 is upregulated in kidney
ischemia-reperfusion injury [25] and angiotensin II type I receptor is
overexpressed in themyocardium during a heart attack [26]. Therefore,
the successful design of actively targeted therapies would translate into
a variety of clinical applications.

One of themain advantages of nanoparticles is thepossibility ofmul-
tivalent targeting viamultiple ligandmoieties [27]. In general terms,mi-
croscopic objects that interactwith each other viamultiple independent
ligand-receptor bonds are calledmultivalent [11,12,28–33]. Multivalent
binding is a uniquely selective interaction, compared to monovalent
binding, due to both enthalpy and ligand/receptor combinatorial en-
tropy playing a pivotal role in the binding thermodynamics. In nature,
multivalent interactions promote the success of viruses and bacteria to
infect their host cells [13,34–39]. These examples inspired the synthesis
of syntheticmultivalent constructs [31,32,40–52], includingmultivalent
nanoparticles. Most engineered active-targeted nanoparticles can have
more than one copy of the targeting ligand, which facilitates multiple
binding of receptor-ligand pairs [53,54].

Despite the great promise and intense activity in this field during the
last decades, active targeting of nanoparticles has been disappointing in
the clinic, with no approved therapy so far [55]. Possible reasons for
their poor clinical translation include the low accumulation of nanopar-
ticles at the site of action, the lack of translation from mouse models to
humans and the absent pre-selection of patients that could benefit from
nanomedicine therapy [56,57]. The above is currently causing an in-
creasing concern regarding the added value of actively targeted
nanomedicines over their non-targeted counterparts [58,59]. A better
understanding of the hurdles and pitfalls of active targeting is required
to overcome these limitations [23,60].

Although active targeting is already implemented in clinical applica-
tions such as antibody-drug conjugates [61,62], the conjugation of
targeting ligands to nanoparticles is more complex. Nanoparticles are
bigger, have distinct physicochemical properties depending on their
material, and the number and accessibility of conjugated targeting li-
gands on their surface are poorly understood. The added complexity
of targeted nanoparticles triggers the question: is our picture of
targeting too simplistic, and does this hamper the design of successful
nanomedicines?We aim to address this question in the next paragraphs
2

by briefly outlining the possible bottlenecks that slow down their clini-
cal translation.

The first issue to consider is that nanoparticles must overcome nu-
merous biological barriers inside the body before interacting with the
target receptor [63–65]. Intravenously injected nanoparticles are
prone to interact with serum proteins upon contact with the biological
environment in the blood vessels, referred to as protein corona forma-
tion [66–68]. The protein corona formation can influence the physico-
chemical properties of nanoparticles affecting their stability or
targeting ability [69]. In the latter case, protein corona formation can
shield targeted nanoparticles and promote their uptake and elimination
by specialized phagocytic cells (such asmacrophages) reducing their ef-
ficiency to bind to receptors at the target site [70–72]. Nanoparticles
must extravasate to the tissue of interest to reach their target, overcom-
ing biological barriers such as the endothelial cells that compose the
blood vesselswalls [64,73] or the blood-brain-barrier [74,75].Moreover,
the densemesh of fibers and cell networks that compose the extracellu-
lar matrix limits their diffusion [76,77]. Altogether, these factors might
prevent targeting even before a nanoparticle can reach the desired
cell. A detailed discussion of these biological barriers is beyond the pur-
pose of this review but extensively explored elsewhere [63,64,78,79].

Once nanoparticles overcome these barriers, the cellular targeting
can take place. Active-targeted nanoparticles have often been perceived
as ‘magic bullets’ that are perfectly monodisperse and target the dis-
eased cells exclusively as shown schematically in Fig. 1. For this ideal
concept to be accurate, diseased cells would have to express a unique
receptor that is absent in healthy cells (Fig. 1A). Recent advances in
the field are starting to uncover the real picture behind active targeting
(Fig. 1B), that is far from the idealistic concept of magic bullets. At the
cellular level, we now know that common targets are not solely
expressed in the diseased cells but also in the healthy ones. For example,
epidermal growth factor and transferrin receptors are also expressed in
the skin and liver besides being overexpressed in some cancers [80].
Thus, off-target effects are likely to happen. Additionally, the receptor
expression between patients is highly heterogeneous, which translates
into different therapeutic efficiencies amongst them [81–83].
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At the nanoparticle level, reports are starting to uncover the hetero-
geneity in size, charge, and number of targeting ligands [84–86]. In fact,
not all particles are conjugatedwith the same number of ligands but fol-
low a broad distribution [87]. This distribution causes a significant dif-
ference in how individual nanoparticles interact with the target and
the biological environment [88]. There is also a strong indication that li-
gands can lose their functionality upon conjugation due to denaturation,
unfavourable orientation or shielding of binding sites due to overcrowd-
ing or protein corona formation [69,89]. Many nanomedicine designs
overlook these challenges and underestimate the innate heterogeneity
and complexity of these formulations, thereby minimizing the chances
of successful targeting and treatment [90,91].

The rational design of nanoparticles requires accurate knowledge of
both cell receptor expression and nanoparticle ligand number. Addi-
tionally, theoretical models of multivalent nanoparticle interactions
have shown that these parameters are essential to achieve a higher se-
lectivity towards a cell population of interest. However, quantifying the
number of cell receptors and targeting ligands on nanoparticles is far
from being trivial. Standard characterization techniques to quantify
the receptor expression are semi-quantitative at best, and ligand-
coated nanoparticles are often poorly characterized [93]. Because of
the small size of receptor molecules and targeting ligands, quantitative
characterization tools at a molecular level are highly desired [94,95].

In this review, we aim to address the state-of-the-art quantitative
tools to understand, predict and design selective nanomedicine
targeting towards cells or tissues of interest. Based on the established
concept of multivalent binding, recent advances in theoretical
modelling opened the door towards the design of super-selective
nanomedicines, that will be discussed more extensively in the fol-
lowing section. In parallel, new quantitative experimental charac-
terization techniques arose in recent years [96]. Single-cell and
molecule approaches are necessary for guiding the design of targeted
nanomedicines, providing crucial molecular information of both cell re-
ceptors andnanoparticle targeting ligands. For this reason,methods that
provide numbers or distributions of receptors and ligands will be the
main focus of this review. In particular, thedevelopmentof new imaging
tools such as super-resolution optical microscopy enabled molecular
resolution of both cell and nanoparticle features. We believe that the
combination of theoretical modelling and experimental methodologies
will provide a bettermolecular picture of targeting that allows for the ra-
tional design of successful nanomedicines.

2. Towards understanding targeting at a molecular level

In this section, we will focus on quantitative theoretical and
experimental tools that aid in the rational design of multivalent
nanomedicines. First, we will review the advances in the prediction of
the selectivity of multivalent nanoparticles in terms of simple thermo-
dynamics. We will explore how multivalent interactions between tar-
gets and ligands can be tuned to enhance binding selectivity and
translate the theoretical knowledge into guidelines for the rational de-
sign of super-selective nanomedicines. To effectively make use of such
theory, quantitative methods to characterize nanomedicine targeting
at a molecular level will be necessary. To this aim, we will first focus
on the methods to characterize cell receptors. Next, methods to charac-
terize nanoparticle targeting ligands will be reviewed. Special attention
will be dedicated to the emerging single-cell and single-particle
methods that allow a quantitative understanding of targeting at themo-
lecular level.

2.1. The multivalent effect: theory and utilization of super-selectivity

2.1.1. A brief introduction to the thermodynamics of multivalent binding
Multivalency has become recognized as one of the central principles

of targeting. As a result, extensive theoretical and computational work
has been done to examine multivalent binding in model scenarios. In
3

this section, we briefly outline the core principles of multivalency
from the perspective of statistical thermodynamics. To showcase the
theoretical principles simply and clearly, we focus on “homovalent”
binding, where all ligands have the same chemistry on the multivalent
particle. Heterovalent binding is touched upon in more descriptive
terms in Section 2.1.3, while discussing applications of multivalent
design.

Our discussion draws from theoretical results in Refs. [19,30,97]; we
direct the reader to these papers for a more detailed exposition of mul-
tivalent binding thermodynamics for homo- and hetero-valent binding.
These models have primarily focused on the multivalent binding itself,
neglecting factors such as competition (e.g. fromother biological or syn-
thetic binders/ligands nearby), details on the steric accessibility of re-
ceptors for ligand binding, and kinetic barriers to binding (e.g. due to
crowding by other entities near the cell membrane or local conforma-
tional/structural barriers). Following a few examples, we describe
some of the ways to employ multivalent design in practice, and also
highlight recent progress towards modelling multivalent binding in
more realistic scenarios which incorporate some of the challenges
above.

The binding free energy between two multivalent entities (e.g.
nanoparticle and cell) contains both enthalpic and entropic contribu-
tions [30,31]. The enthalpic contribution to multivalent binding origi-
nates intuitively from the bonding between the ligands and receptors.
A larger number of potential ligand-receptor bonds permultivalent par-
ticle means that it will have a larger, more negative, andmore favorable
enthalpic contribution to its binding free energy. In comparison,the
entropic contribution is more subtle. Firstly, ligands and receptors
lose configurational entropy whenever they form a bond. When
bound, the ligand and receptor may only adopt molecular conforma-
tions that keep their binding groups attached to each other. There
are fewer molecular conformations that satisfy this constraint, com-
pared to when the two are not bound. This entropic penalty causes
the “effective” ligand/receptor bond strength to be lower than what
is observed between the two structures when they are free in
solution [31,33].

On the other hand, an entropic gain comes from the fact that ligands
and receptors may explore different binding combinations – more for-
mally called “permutations”. For example, when the ligands and recep-
tors are short and spaced far apart, then each ligand or receptor may be
independently bound or unbound to its nearest partner. Thermal fluctu-
ations drive each of these entities to attempt binding or unbinding over
time. When the ligands and receptors are, in the other extreme, long
and flexible, then each may be bound or unbound to multiple partners.
A convenient visual example is to imagine that the ligands are likewires
on a telephone switchboard, and the plugs are the receptors [52].

The permutation entropy grows larger and more favourable when
there are more ligands and receptors on the twomultivalent structures.
Accordingly, the binding free energyΔGbind becomesmore negative, and
the binding probability grows exponentially larger (since this depends
on exp(−ΔGbind/RT)).

The rapid growth in thebindingprobability as a function of thenum-
ber of ligands and receptors on the two multivalent objects is called
super-selectivity. In the super-selective regime, the logarithm of the
number of surface-bound particles increases more sharply than linearly
with the logarithm of the surface receptor concentration [30]. This
means that a multivalent particle can be very specific for a certain den-
sity of receptors above a sharp threshold and therefore can be more se-
lective for the diseased cells.

Super-selectivity is fundamentally an entropic effect, arising from
the permutation entropy described above. For example, monovalent
binders – those having only one single ligand – can never exhibit
super-selective binding, since they lack the entropic permutation con-
tribution to their binding free energy. Their bonding strength may
only be modulated by the enthalpy of their (single) bond, which leads
to standard Langmuir adsorption.
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Wenow take amoment to illustrate how these thermodynamic con-
tributions enter into the overall binding free energy of a multivalent
particle, leading to some of the trends in selectivity noted here. The en-
suing discussion draws on the core theoretical elements of multivalent
binding derived in Refs. [19,30,97].

For demonstration, we consider the simple example of a solution of
multivalent particles at a lowmolar concentration [C], each havingNL li-
gands, in contactwith a large surface ofmobile receptors at surface den-
sity σR (number of receptors per unit area). Each ligand-receptor bond
contributes a binding free energy of ΔGlig. This bond free energy in-
cludes the standard equilibriumconstantKi, aswell as the extra entropic
free energy cost ΔGlig,cnf for forming the ligand-receptor bond:

ΔGlig

RT
¼ − ln

Ki

Navvfree

� �
þ ΔGlig,cnf

RT
ðEq:1Þ

Here, Nav is Avogadro’s number, and vfree is the microscopically-
sized volume of space that the binding endpoints on the ligand and re-
ceptormay conformationally explore (relative to their respective points
of attachment on their host)when they are not bound to each other.We
return to suggestions forwhich value to choose for thismicroscopic var-
iable shortly.

By Eq. 1, we see that for ligand designs that all have the same config-
urational free energy costΔGlig,cnf for bonding, ratios of the free solution
ligand-receptor equilibrium constants Ki corresponds to additive differ-
ences in their receptor bonding free energy. This is a powerful link to
experiment.

In the simple model scenario we have outlined here, the total bind-
ing free energy of the multivalent particles is given by

ΔGbind

RT
¼ −fNL ln 1þ fNRe−ΔGlig=RT

� �
þ ΔGNS

RT
− ln Navvex C½ �ð Þ ðEq:2Þ

The variables in this equation are shown schematically in Fig. 2A. The
first term of this equation is the multivalent binding contribution. The

quantity fNR is the number of receptors that are accessible to the particle

when it is adjacent to the surface. This may be approximated by fNR =
σRa

2, where a is the diameter of a multivalent particle. The quantity a2

is therefore the size of the “footprint” that one boundmultivalent parti-

cle has on the receptor surface. Similarly, fNL is the number of ligands on
a multivalent particle that are simultaneously in contact with the sur-
face. When a multivalent particle is adjacent to the receptor surface, it
can also have one or more additional “non-specific” (i.e. non-
multivalent) interaction free energy contributions. These include inter-
actions between inert parts of the ligands and receptors, between
ligands and the cell membrane (or other constructs thereupon), or
Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of amultivalent particle interactingwith a receptor-coated surface. Symbol
continuous line), with schematics of binding on surfaces with low and high receptor density. Th
sized monovalent binders is shown by the black dashed line for comparison.
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between the multivalent particle core and the cell membrane. Ionic
charges may play a role in some of these interactions. All of these inter-
actions are placed into the quantity ΔGNS, shown as the second term in
Eq.2. Finally, the third term represents the chemical potential of the
multivalent particles in solution. In the schematic model above we
have assumed ideal solution conditions, where the chemical potential
depends logarithmically on the particle molar solution concentration
[C], and the volume vex of a single particle.

The enthalpic contribution to the binding free energy in the first
term of Eq.2 comes from the per-ligand bond strength ΔGlig. The entro-

pic contribution comes from the fact that each of the fNL ligands on a

multivalent particle may be bound to any one of the fNR receptors in
the particle’s surface footprint. These two contributions can be seen
most clearly by considering the limit where the ligands are very strong
binding (large negativeΔGlig), such that they are all bound to a receptor.
In this case, Eq.2 reduces to

ΔGbind

RT
≈

fNLΔGlig

RT
−fNL ln fNR

� �" #
þ ΔGNS

RT
− ln Navvex C½ �ð Þ ðEq:3Þ

The multivalent contribution is shown here in square brackets. The

first term is the enthalpic part, containing the fNL ligand-receptor
bonds each with bond strength ΔGlig. The second term is the entropic

contribution, coming from the permutations of fNL ligands with any of

the fNR within the surface footprint of the multivalent particle.
One of themore ambiguous parameters in Eqs. 2-3 (through Eq. 1) is

“vfree“ – the volume of space that an unbound ligand and receptor may
conformationally explore, relative to the points of attachment on their
hosts. The choice of this quantity depends on the geometry of the overall
multivalent interaction. For example, consider a multivalent particle
with flexible ligands, interacting with a surface with very small
(“point-like”) mobile receptors. In this case, a single ligand may (ap-
proximately) explore the volume vfree = ha2, where h is the average
width between the receptor surface and the surface of the multivalent
particle when bound. (An unbound receptor has no such conforma-
tional freedom to account for in this example, as it is a point entity.) In
this case, then Eq.2 simplifies to

ΔGbind

RT
¼ −fNL ln 1þ σRKi

Navh
e−ΔGlig,cnf=RT

� �
þ ΔGNS

RT
− ln Navvex C½ �ð Þ ðEq:4Þ

This form of Eq. 2 showcases the concept of “effective molarity” of
receptors [97], here represented by the factor (σR / Nav h). The effective
receptor molarity is the concentration of surface receptors “seen” by a
ligand on a bound multivalent particle. For other kinds of multivalent
s refer to the variables in Eq. 2. (b) Example of amultivalent binding adsorption curve (blue
e binding transition is represented by the blue dashed line. Adsorption curve for receptor-
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binding constructs, vfree may be adapted based on the particular confor-
mational flexibility of the ligands and receptors relative to their attach-
ment points.

To finish, we link the binding free energy of a multivalent particle
and the fraction “θ” of the target surface occupied by bound particles.
This is calculated via the standard Langmuir adsorption isotherm,

θ ¼ e−ΔGbind=RT

1þ e−ΔGbind=RT
ðEq:5Þ

An example of a multivalent adsorption curve is shown in Fig. 2B,
along with a comparable monovalent adsorption curve. As ΔGbind/RT
grows larger than zero – an unfavourable binding free energy – then θ
goes to zero. On the other end, when ΔGbind/RT grows larger and more
negative, θ approaches 1. Thus, the choice of receptor density σR (viafNR) where ΔGbind/RT = 0 corresponds to the binding transition. A
sharper transition is more selective, in that the adsorption profile
more closely resembles a step-like “all or nothing” form. On the other
hand, Fig. 2B shows how monovalent binders respond only linearly to
the density of receptors on the target surface regardless of whether
they are weak- or strong-binding; they therefore exhibit no selective
binding behaviour.

This discussion has entirely focused on the equilibrium thermody-
namics ofmultivalent binding. However, the timescale it takes for a syn-
thetic or natural multivalent system to reach equilibrium depends on
the ligand-receptor binding kinetics, particularly when the ligands
have long bond lifetimes – for example, due to large bond enthalpy or
steep activation barriers to binding/unbinding [18,98–104]. Systems
with large kinetic barriers exhibit long-lived intermediate states; these
states are potentially more important to the application at hand than
the equilibrium state itself, depending on the timescale of the
application.
Fig. 3.Multivalent adsorbed amount θ (Eq.4, upper panels) and binding free energy (Eq.2, lowe

receptor binding free energyΔGlig/RT= -2 (a typical value for a weak ligand-receptor bonding
[C] ranging over a factor of 1012 are shown (purple, yellow, red, from smallest to largest). Ver

ligand-receptor binding free energy is also fixed at ΔGlig/RT = -2, while the number of l

concentration is adjusted such that the binding transition occurs at fNR = 5. In (c), the part
while the ligand-receptor binding free energy is set to ΔGlig/RT = -1.5, -2.5, and –3.8 (purple,
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2.1.2. Influence of multivalent design parameters on targeting selectivity
Equation 2 is an example of how multivalent binding strength gen-

erally depends on:

• the multivalent particle design, through the number of ligands NL

per particle;
• the surface receptor density σR;
• ligand and receptor chemical design, which defines the ligand-
receptor bond strength ΔGlig;

• concentration [C] of multivalent particles in solution above the sur-
face.

• additional non-specific interactions, contained in ΔGNS/RT, between
multivalent particles and the cell membrane.

Fig. 3 shows examples of multivalent adsorption curves θ, as a func-

tion of the surface receptor density fNR, in order to illustrate how these
parameters influence the shape and shift of the adsorption profile.

The concentration [C] of the multivalent particles in solution shifts
the binding free energyΔGbind in Eq.2 up or downby a constant. This pa-
rameter is therefore convenient for shifting the critical surface receptor
density σR at which the adsorption transition occurs. Fig. 3A shows a
few examples. A smaller concentration [C] leads to amore unfavourable
(larger andmore positive) free energy of binding. This causes the inflec-
tion point of the adsorption profile to shift to larger receptor density σR.

The non-specific interactions contained in ΔGNS/RT have the same
additive effect as the concentration [C] on the multivalent binding free
energy. As ΔGNS/RT may be tuned by chemical design in principle,
then it is an additional adjustment knob for shifting the value of the sur-
face receptor density where the adsorption inflection point occurs. In
practice, most multivalent binding systems have non-specific interac-
tions that are intrinsic in the design -both in human-made and
nature-made systems. However, in the following section we will high-
light how these interactions can be designed to enhance binding
selectivity.
r panels) as a function of the number of receptors fNR per surface area a2. In (a), the ligand-

interaction) and the number of ligands fNL =8 are keptfixed. Three particle concentrations
tical dashed lines indicate inflection points for each adsorption profile. In (b), the particle

igands on the particle is set to fNL = 5, 8, 12 (purple, yellow, red). In each case, the

icle concentration [C] is fixed and the number of ligands per particle is fixed to fNL = 8,
yellow, red); this corresponds to varying Ki over a factor of 10.
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The molecular design of a multivalent particle controls how sharp
(super-selective) its binding transition is. Fig. 3B shows how the sharp-
ness of the adsorption curve may be modulated by changing the num-

ber fNL of ligands per particle. In each case, the concentration of
particles in solution has been tuned so that the adsorption transition is

centered at fNR = 5. Adding more ligands to each particle (increasingfNL) causes the gradient of ΔGbind/RT with fNR to be steeper and more
negative, leading to a sharper binding transition.

Finally, in Fig. 3C, we illustrate how the binding free energy and ad-
sorption profile varies with the ligand-receptor binding strength ΔGlig.
Following intuition, a larger ligand bond strength leads the multivalent
particles to adhere to surfaces with a lower receptor density, while the
inflection point grows sharper.

Comparing panels (a) and (c) of Fig. 3 allows for a general assess-
ment of how relatively sensitive the adsorption profiles are to variations
in the concentration [C] and bond strength ΔGlig. In (a), in order to

shift the inflection point of the adsorption profile from fNR near 2 (red)
to around 7.5 (purple), the concentration [C] must be reduced by a
factor of 1012. This is orders of magnitude below an experimentally-
reasonable dilution. While other binding scenarios may differ quantita-
tively, this example illustrates a more general point: only minimal
modulation in the multivalent binding adsorption profile - specifically
shifts in the inflection point as a function of target receptor density -
may be achievedwith a variation of the concentration of themultivalent
particles.

On the other hand, if we examine panel (c) of Fig. 3, we find that al-
most the same shift in the position of the adsorption inflection point can
be accomplished with only a factor 10 change in the ligand-receptor
binding constant Ki. The reason for this high sensitivity is because the
ligand-receptor bond strength ΔGlig is exponentiated inside the loga-
rithmic term in Eq.2, which is subsequently multiplied by the number

of ligands fNL available for bonding. Indeed, in the limit of strong
ligand-receptor bonding in Eq.3, the overall binding free energy is linear
in ΔGlig. On the other hand, the binding free energy only depends loga-
rithmically on the particle concentration [C].

This sharp dependence of the multivalent affinity on the ligand-
receptor binding constant Ki has two consequences. Firstly, it means
that the ligand chemistry may be tuned only by slight variations in
order to achieve entirely different multivalent targeting profiles. How-
ever, this also means that small uncontrolled/undesired variations in
the ligand design can lead the desired targeting recipe to “miss its
mark” by a large margin. Indeed from the mathematical model, we see
that multivalent constructs with more ligands are muchmore sensitive
to small variations in Ki. Thus, concise design of the multivalent con-
struct is essential to success in a desired targeting recipe.

In practice, multivalent constructs often have a non-homogeneous
distribution of ligands attached to their surface/core. If the ligands are
mobile, then they may freely diffuse on the particle surface, and so their
initial placementpositions are irrelevant; this is not the case for immobile
ligands, however. For example, ligands grafted to fixed positions on the
surfaceof colloidal particlesmayendupbeingdistributeduniformly, ran-
domly, or in clusters, depending on the graftingmethodology and chem-
ical composition of the ligands. The influence of how the ligands are
distributed on the surface of amultivalent particle is studied theoretically
and computationally for colloidal particles with reversible surface
binders [45]. In general, spatial heterogeneity of ligand placement does
not qualitatively disrupt or eliminate the super-selective multivalent
binding physics; however, it does lead to a shift in the inflection point
of the super-selective adsorption profile (like those shown in Fig. 3).
2.1.3. How to exploit multivalent design
In the preceding section, the dependence of super-selectivity on the

design parameters of multivalent systemswas discussed.We now elab-
orate on these trends in the context of nanomedicine targeting.
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Many weak-binding ligands. Particles with a higher ligand density
are able to participate inmore simultaneous ligand-receptor bonds. This
leads to a larger permutation entropy contribution to their binding af-
finity, and thus a stronger dependence on the density of receptors on
the target. Such high-valence multivalent particles are therefore more
selective for surfaceswith high receptor density, while having lowbind-
ing affinity for low-receptor-density surfaces.

This effect is contingent on a sizeable permutation entropy contribu-
tion to the binding affinity. For example, if the ligands on the multiva-
lent particles are strong-binding, then the entropic contribution
becomes small in lieu of a very large binding enthalpy, and this selectiv-
ity is reduced. Thus,weak-binding ligands are ideal, so that dependence
of binding affinity on the surface receptor density is maximized. Good
candidates for weak-binding ligands include glycans [105] and peptides
[16,106,107]. High binding sensitivity to small variations in surface re-
ceptor density is particularly important for targeting cancerous cells,
which are typically quite similar to healthy cells in terms of surface re-
ceptor density and profile [97].

There is another impact that strong-binding ligands may have. In
some cases, the total number of receptors on the binding surface is lim-
ited. If the receptors are mobile on the surface, e.g. if it is a fluid mem-
brane or vesicle, then few multivalent particles with strong-binding
ligands may adsorb to the surface and “recruit” all of these receptors
[108,109]. This constitutes a long-lived kinetic regime, wherein the
bound ligands must liberate receptors (through thermal fluctuations
or otherwise) in order for additional multivalent particles to bind to
the surface.

More flexible is more selective. Greater flexibility affords multiva-
lent particles to potentially have more simultaneous ligand-receptor
bonds with their target, enhancing their selectivity. Longer and more
flexible ligands can bind to more possible receptor partners. In this re-
gard, solidmultivalent constructs like spherical nanoparticles or colloids
are limited when the particle size is much larger than the individual li-
gand and receptor size; ligand-receptor interactions are restricted only
to the small fraction of the particle surface area that is directly in contact
with the target.

An alternative is to use multivalent polymers, which may freely ex-
plore different conformations in order tomaximize binding interactions
with their target [110]. This strategy has been successful in targeting im-
mune cells [111]. However, polymers may also be self-limiting, as inert
parts of a bound multivalent polymer can crowd nearby surface area of
the target, reducing other particles from binding. More flexible con-
structs are also more likely to fluctuate their ligands away from the re-
ceptor surface, such that the effective molarity of receptors (from the
perspective of a ligand) is smaller than when the ligand is forced to re-
side closer to the receptor surface. Intermediate structures between the
“solid particle” and “flexible polymer” extremes might therefore pres-
ent the best selectivity, such as flexible vesicles, semi-flexible rod-like
polymers, and two-dimensional sheet-like objects constructed from
biomolecules (e.g. DNA origami).

Targeting entire receptor density profiles; binding and endocyto-
sis. Cell surfaces typically have a variety of receptor types, each having a
distinct average concentration on the cell surface. This represents a
well-defined “profile” of receptors on the cell surface, which may be
strategically targeted. Curk et al. have shown by theory and coarse-
grained simulation that multivalent particles may be constructed to ad-
dress a particular receptor profile selectively [19]. The best multivalent
design is one where: the construct has different types of ligands,
which uniquely target each class of particular receptors on the target
(referred to as “multiplexed” targeting [53]); the concentration profile
of ligands on themultivalent constructmatch the densities of the differ-
ent receptor types on the target; and finally, the ligands are weak-
binding with their target receptors.

The design of the multivalent particle also impacts its ability to be-
come endocytosed by the cell membrane, discussed at length via
coarse-grained simulation [19]. The better the match of the ligand



Fig. 4. Schematic representation of cell receptor expression heterogeneity (A) between
different patients (B) within the same tissue. (A) Example of 3 different patients
expressing 3 different levels of target receptor. (B) Receptor expression levels are
heterogeneous from cell to cell or within the same cell.
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profile with the receptor profile on the cell surface, the better the suc-
cess rate of endocytosis. Ligand-receptor bonds that are weak and dy-
namic promote facile diffusion of the multivalent particle on the cell
surface, allowing it to localize at a favorable site for endocytosis while
minimizing the chance that it gets thermodynamically or kinetically
“stuck” on the cell membrane.

Enhancing selectivity with non-specific interactions, forces, and
flows. “Non-specific interactions” comprise any of the additional inter-
actions between the multivalent particle and the target which are not
explicitly part of the “multivalent” contribution. These may include
how the scaffold of the multivalent construct interacts with the target,
how the ligands and receptors interact with the other chemical
constructs on the target cell membrane or multivalent particle,
charge-charge interactions and steric repulsions. While many of these
interactions are a side-effect of the multivalent particle design, some
may be employed deliberately in order to enhance targeting selectivity.
Recent theoretical work has focused on manipulating selectivity by
grafting inert flexible polymers to the surfaces of multivalent particles,
akin to a polymer brush. The polymer brush results in extra excluded
volume interactions between the particle and the target [53,112,113],
yielding a positive (unfavorable)ΔGNS contribution in Eq.2. The reduced
non-specific affinity of the multivalent particle to the receptor surface
makes its bindingmore selective to variations in target receptor density.

An additional step to take is to design multivalent particles to
“release” their inert polymers only when bound to the target. In this re-
gime, the multivalent adsorption profile approaches an infinitely-sharp
“hyper-selective” transition [113]. In practice, triggered uncoiling of the
inert polymers on bound multivalent particles could be accomplished
by chemical stimulus, either externally induced, or caused by the
ligand-receptor binding events themselves.

The inert polymers effectively impose a “force field” when the host
multivalent particle approaches a target for binding. Thus, other kinds
of external force fields – e.g. magnetic, electric, chemical gradient, or
continuous flow of the surrounding medium – may be imposed in
order to manipulate selectivity [113] (Flow may also be inevitable, de-
pending on the environment around a cell membrane). A constant
force field applied normal to the target surface leads to a sharpening
of the adsorption profile, and therefore greater sensitivity to the density
of receptors on the potential targets. If the forcefield can be applied only
to bound multivalent particles, then adsorption enters into the above
mentioned “hyper-selective” regime.

Enhancing selectivity with competitive multi-species binding.
The simple multivalent thermodynamics summarised here provides in-
sight for constructing systems that exhibit more elaborate super-
selective binding and self-assembly, often involving one or more com-
petitive binders [114,115]. For example, an equimolar mixture of low-
valence particles with strong-binding ligands can compete for binding,
onto the same receptor-coated surface, with a high-valence weak-
ligand species [51]. This design sets up a thermodynamic competition
between the enthalpic and entropic terms in the multivalent binding
free energies for the two particle species (Eq.2), depending on the sur-
face receptor density. At low receptor density, the low-valence particles
(with the strong individual ligand-receptor bonds) selectively bind to
the surface, as the high-valence species neither has strong-binding li-
gands, nor a large enough ligand/receptor permutation entropy contri-
bution to drive the binding. Increasing the surface receptor density
then leads to a sharp super-selective switch-point, after which the sur-
face becomes occupied by the high-valence species. In the latter regime,
the permutation entropy dominates the binding free energy, favouring
the species that can form the most simultaneous ligand-receptor
bonds, even though that are each individually weak.

We have focused on how super-selective multivalent particles pref-
erentially bind to targets with a high receptor concentration. However,
there are circumstances where it may be desirable to address only sur-
faces with a low receptor density preferentially. For example, myocar-
dial beta-1 receptors are down-regulated in heart failure, and
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dopamine transporters are reduced in Parkinson’s disease [116,117].
The selective targeting of down-regulated receptors may be accom-
plished with a two-component “attacker and guard” strategy [52]. The
guards are monovalent receptor-sized binders that occupy (or
“guard”) the surfaces with high receptor density, forcing the attackers
to bind to (or “attack”) the surfaces with low receptor density.

2.2. Understanding cell target expression

A critical step to achieve multivalent nanomedicine targeting is the
choice of the target receptor. As seen from the previous discussion on
multivalent design, the density andmobility of the target define the de-
sign parameters to achieve (super-) selective nanoparticle targeting.
One of the strategies proposed to achieve super-selectivity includes
targeting a specific receptor expression profile. Multivalent selectivity
can be gained by matching the ligand densities on the nanoparticle to
the receptor density. Furthermore, a super-selective regime of targeting
can be promoted by a maximal difference in receptor expression be-
tween the healthy and the diseased cells.

For this purpose, the overexpression of receptors induced by some
cancer types can be exploited. For example, 20% of breast cancer tumors
are classified as HER2 positive because of their overexpression of the
HER2 extracellular receptor compared to the normal breast epithelium
(40-100-fold increase) [118,119]. This difference qualifies HER2 as a
promising candidate for targeted therapies, as demonstrated by the suc-
cess of monoclonal antibodies trastuzumab and pertuzumab [120], and
paves the way for a promising nanoparticle targeting strategy [121]. In
contrast, triple-negative breast cancer – representing 15-20% of all
breast cancers – is difficult to target due to its heterogeneity and the
lack of a characteristic receptor profile [122], posing a severe challenge
to targeted therapies.

Wemust acknowledge that targeted therapies are not always possi-
ble. For example, receptors that do not internalize upon ligand binding
are most likely not suitable for nanoparticle targeting, as often active
agents encapsulated inside nanoparticles need to reach intracellular tar-
gets [123]. Thus, structural biology plays an important part to elucidate
the mechanisms of action of cell receptors, as reviewed elsewhere
[124–127]. Additionally, the abundance of endogenous ligands might
compete with nanomedicine receptor targeting, stressing the impor-
tance of cell target choice. Nevertheless, it remains crucial to stratify pa-
tients between groups that will benefit from targeted therapies and
groups that will be better treated with classical chemotherapies or
promising alternative strategies such as immunotherapies [128].

The heterogeneous spatio-temporal receptor expression is an addi-
tional challengewhen choosing the right target [129]. In space, receptor
expression can vary significantly from patient to patient and from
cell to cell [83,130] (Fig. 4). For example, cancer cells present high ge-
netic instability and flexibility to adapt to the microenvironment
[81,131–133]. In the same tissue, diseased cells that lack the targeted
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receptor will not show any therapeutic impact and limit the overall
nanomedicine efficacy [24,82]. The receptor organization within the
same tissue or cell (Fig. 4B) can change upon clustering of receptors in-
duced by external stimuli. As an example, the EGF receptor familymem-
bers are prone to form homoclusters (clusters of the same receptor) or
heteroclusters (clusters of different receptor members) upon ligand
binding [134,135]. This heterogeneity causes some nanomedicines to
be only successful in treating a selected number of patients while inef-
fective for others. In time, cell receptor expression can be highly dy-
namic due to continuous internalization, recycling, degradation or
shedding processes [136–138]. Specifically, these phenomena often
occur as a response to ligand binding. [139]. The dynamic nature of re-
ceptor expressionmay jeopardize the targeting strategy and lead to un-
desired consequences such as off-targeting or low accumulation of
nanomedicines at the site of interest.

For the reasons stated above, the oversimplified conception that ‘one
nanomedicinefits all’ should be abandoned. Personalizednanomedicine
evolved because of the necessity to choose the right target for the right
patient at the right moment [140–146]. To fulfil this necessity, rigorous
information about ‘where and ‘when’ the target receptor is expressed is
required. For this purpose, quantitative methods to characterize the ex-
pression of target receptors are highly desired.

In the next section, we will briefly review current methods that are
used in the clinic to quantify receptor expression levels and focusmainly
on new quantitative techniques that provide the number or density of
receptors. A few representative examples of these techniques will be
highlighted, with emphasis to those that aid in the design ofmultivalent
nanomedicines by providing a molecular understanding of the target.

2.2.1. Aiming for the target: quantification of cell receptors
In the clinic, the receptor expression status of patient serves as a

marker for the disease outcome and is a standard parameter to decide
Fig. 5. Selection of quantitative single-cell microscopy techniques for cell receptor expression c
(IHC). (i) Schematic representation of IHC. (ii) IHC staining of EGFR in lung squamous cel
immunofluorescence. (i) Schematic representation of immunofluorescence (IF). (ii) IF s
classification of cancerous and non-cancerous (stroma) cells were performed quantitatively
plasmon resonance. (i) Schematic representation of the experimental setup. Cells are seeded o
binding. (iii) SPR intensity increase due to ligand binding. Figures (ii,iii) adapted with
bioluminescent assay. (ii) Bioluminescence image of EGFR expression in A431 cancer cells. Fig
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for a particular therapy. Clinically approvedmethods to quantify recep-
tor expression can be performed in vivo or on a histological sample
ex vivo. In vivo imagingmodalities that have enoughmolecular sensitiv-
ity to map cell receptors are positron emission tomography (PET) and
single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) [147,148].
Even though these techniques provide relevant information and are
minimally invasive to the patient, biopsies are often required to extract
more detailed information about receptor expression status (heteroge-
neity, mutations) in tissues. Ex vivo tissue analysis is commonly per-
formed using genomic analysis such as sequencing and fluorescence in
situ hybridization (FISH) or immunohistochemistry (IHC). FISH assesses
the gene amplification of receptor genes while IHC reflects the overex-
pression of a particular receptor. In nanomedicine development, FISH
is limited because it lacks information about the true expression of re-
ceptors and their spatial distribution. IHC, on the contrary, provides a di-
rect assessment of the number of targets using antibodies attached to a
chromogenic reagent (usually an enzyme that converts a soluble sub-
strate into a colored product) (Fig. 5A). However, it is based on a
semi-quantitative grading system, thus fails to provide absolute num-
bers and distribution of receptors.

These limitations triggered the development of more reliable, repro-
ducible and quantitative methods that are currently evaluated for their
use in diagnostics. New imagingmethods such as spectral imaging, light
sheet microscopy and super-resolution imaging emerged in the last ten
years as powerful tools for biologists. In particular, super-resolutionmi-
croscopy is evaluated for the quantification of receptor expression at the
cellular and sub-cellular level. Hereinwe select representative examples
of such quantitative techniques that can be applicable for nanomedicine
research because they report the number or density of receptors.
We first outline representative examples of quantitative single-cell
techniques (Fig. 5), followed by the introduction of single-molecule
approaches (Fig. 6).
haracterization compared to standard immunohistochemistry. (A) Immunohistochemistry
l carcinoma adapted from [250] under a Creative Commons license[] (B) Quantitative
taining of breast cancer cells expressing different levels of HER2. Segmentation and
at a single-cell level. Figure adapted with permission of Elsevier from [152]. (C) Surface-
n a gold-coated surface for SPR analysis (ii) SPR image of A431 cancer cells before ligand
permission from [155]. (D) Bioluminescent assay. (i) Schematic representation of a
ure adapted with permission of Wiley from [156].



Fig. 6. Selection of quantitative single-molecule microscopy techniques for cell receptor expression characterization. (A) STED. (i) Schematic representation of STED microscopy. The
sample is illuminated with an excitation beam and a high-intensity doughnut-shaped depletion beam to selectively turn on fluorophores in the doughnut center. Figure adapted with
permission of Elsevier from [186]. (ii) 3D Molecular map of transferrin receptors in HEK293 cells. Figure adapted from [178] (B) Stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM).
(i) Schematic representation of STORM adapted with permission of RSC from [164]. Single molecule blinks are localized and fitted to a gaussian to find the fluorophore center
positions. The final image is a reconstruction of thousands of acquired frames (ii) HER2 density in BT-474 cells. Figure adapted from [165]. (C) DNA-PAINT. (I) Schematic
representation of DNA-PAINT adapted with permission of RSC from [164]. (ii) MET and EGFR expression in a Hela cell imaged using DNA-PAINT multiplexing. Figure adapted under a
Creative Commons license from [185].
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Quantitative immunofluorescence builds upon the classical IHC by
taking advantage of fluorescence imaging and incorporating automated
image analysis and improving the reliability of current protocols. Early
work in this area includes the development of automated quantitative
analysis (AQUA) to perform high-throughput screening on tissue sec-
tions [149,150] and study the heterogeneity of biomarkers in tumours
[151]. While AQUA uses a scoring system to categorize biomarker ex-
pression, Onsum et al. expanded this method to quantify absolute num-
bers of receptors at a single-cell level [152] (Fig. 5B). The authors
quantified the total HER2 expression in fixed tissue samples using fluo-
rescently labelled anti-HER2 antibodies and automated image analysis
tools for single-cell resolution.

As seen in the examples above, immunolabeling methods typically
require the use of an enzymatic (IHC) or a fluorescent tag (immunoflu-
orescence). In some instances, this results in ammore laborious sample
preparation. In contrast, surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is a label-free
technique than can be used to study ligand binding kinetics and recep-
tor densities [153,154]. In this approach, cells are seeded on a gold-
coated surface for analysis. Upon ligand binding, the increase in total
mass causes a refractive index change that is recorded in an SPR
sensorgram. The SPR intensity change can be correlated to the number
of bound ligands (hence the number of receptors) by knowing the
mass of one single ligand. Zhang et al. used this technique to quantify
the EGFR receptor density using an anti-EGFR antibody and gained ad-
ditional information about its binding kinetics [155] (Fig. 5C).

While the previous methods analyze fixed cells, live cells can be
characterized in their native state using a bioluminescence assay. In
contrast to fluorescence-based methods, this approach is based on the
emission of light produced by an enzymatic reaction (Fig. 5D). As
such, it is not limited by photobleaching and presents minimal back-
ground signal. Ramji and co-workers attached a luciferase enzyme to
an antibody to quantify the number of ß1 adrenergic receptors in
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cardiomyocytes [156]. The monitoring of the density of these receptors
are highly relevant to predict possible heart failures.

For thementionedmethods to be quantitative, a reasonable big sam-
ple size needs to be collected for reliable statistics. High-throughput
techniques such as fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) have the
advantage of a fast, automated and unbiased sample collection. FACS
is based on the labelling of biomarkers for expression analysis and cell
classification. Thus, it is a suitable technique for single-cell receptor
quantification. Quantitative FACS is possible by using commercial
beadswith different levels of fluorophores attached to define a standard
curve. The fluorescent intensity originating from the cell receptor stain-
ing can be translated into the number of receptors per cell or receptors
per cell area using the standard curve [158–161]. FACS requires
suspended cells for its analysis, and therefore, it is mostly used in the
field of immunologywhile it is less suitable to study tissues with adher-
ent cells (e.g. epithelial).
2.2.1.1. Single-molecule techniques. Up to this point, we reviewed
methods that characterize the receptor expression at a cellular level.
These methods provide valuable insight into the patient-to-patient
and cell-to-cell receptor heterogeneity but lack resolution to character-
ize heterogeneity within the same cell (Fig. 4B). Over the last years,
super-resolution microscopy emerged as a new tool in biology, provid-
ing molecular detail of cellular organelles and membranes [162]. The
resolution is considerably increased compared to conventional fluores-
cence microscopy by overcoming the diffraction limit of light. Super-
resolution microscopy includes several fluorescent-based techniques
that accomplish resolution at the single protein level and thus qualify
as excellent candidates to quantify receptor expression [163,164]. Ex-
amples include the imaging of cancer [165], immune cell [166] or
stem cell [167] biomarkers.
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Early super-resolution approached used near-field scanning optical
microscopy (NSOM) to map the topography of cells. This scanning
probe microscopy approach resolves 40-100 nm [168] and was used
to characterize the number and distribution of ß-adrenergic receptors
and the clustering of EGFR receptors [169,170]. More recent examples
of super-resolution microscopy include stimulated emission depletion
(STED) and single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM)
[171–175] (Fig. 6). Despite challenges in sample preparation and data
analysis, the nanometer resolution provided is unprecedented reaching
routinely 20-30 nm and single-digits resolutions in some optimized
cases [176].

STED is based on shaping the laser beam to selectively illuminate
only a small number of fluorophores at a time. An excitation beam
illuminates a selected number of fluorophores while closely adjacent
fluorophores are switched off by stimulated emission using a
high-intensity doughnut-shaped depletion beam. As a result, only
fluorophores in the doughnut centre are excited and imaged. While
STED use is limited in live cell imaging due to phototoxicity caused by
its high-intensity laser beam, it provides a good resolution (16-80 nm)
in fixed cell samples [174]. This enhanced resolution was explored to
identify new features in tissue sections which remained hidden using
conventional microscopy techniques, demonstrating the added value
of STED in clinical diagnostics [177]. Notably, STED can be applied to
the molecular counting of receptors. For example, Ta et al. applied
STED to quantify transferrin receptors in human embryonic kidney
cells [178] (Fig. 6A).

In the field of SMLM, twomodalities stand out to quantify cell recep-
tors, namely stochastic optical reconstructionmicroscopy (STORM) and
DNA-based points accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography
(DNA-PAINT). STORM makes use of photoswitchable dyes to separate
the fluorescent signal of the sample in space, meaning that only a few
excited dyes are detected in every image. This spatial separation of fluo-
rescence is perceived as ‘blinking’ events that are detected and analysed
to find the centre position of each fluorophore with high precision. The
final image is a reconstitution of all fluorophore positions that are
collected over thousands of frames (Fig. 5f (i)). Because it is a single-
molecule technique, it facilitates the counting of individual cell recep-
tors. Thismolecular sensitivity allows the detection ofweakly expressed
receptors that cannot be detected using conventional techniques such
as FACS [179]. A few studies highlight the power of STORM in quantita-
tive receptor determination. Sauer and co-workers first introduced this
approach tomap the number and organization of themetabotropic glu-
tamate receptor using a fluorescently labelled antibody [180]. In con-
trast, Dietz et al. used fluorescently labelled ligands to quantify the
density of receptor tyrosine kinase MET and tumor necrosis factor 1 re-
ceptor [181]. In a similar approach, Tobin and co-workers used labelled
therapeutic antibody trastuzumab to quantify the density of HER2 re-
ceptors in breast cancer cell lines and patient tissue [165] (Fig. 6B).

DNA-PAINT makes use of the reversible and transient binding of
complementary DNA strands, one strand being attached to themolecule
that recognizes the receptor of interestwhile the complementary strand
is attached to a fluorophore and freely diffuses in solution [182]. A DNA-
binding event is visualized as a bright fluorescent spot, and the stochas-
tic binding of DNA-strands to their target is perceived as ‘blinking’. Like
STORM, the final image is reconstituted by collecting all these binding
events over thousands of consecutive frames. Using quantitative DNA-
PAINT (qPAINT), Jayasinghe and colleagues revealed the clustering of
ryanodine receptors in nanodomains and quantified the number of re-
ceptors forming each nanodomain [183]. A clear advantage compared
to STORM is the multiplexing ability of DNA-PAINT using different
pairs of complementary DNA strands, enabling the characterization of
several receptors on the same sample. In line with a multivalent nano-
particle design, the possibility to characterizemultiple receptors is a de-
sirable feature to enable multiplexed targeting. The co-localization and
clustering of MET and EGFR was investigated upon ligand stimulation
using this multicolor modality [184,185] (Fig. 6C).
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Overall, this recent advances on the quantification of receptor ex-
pression at the molecular level can contribute to an improved under-
standing of the number of targets. An overview of the discussed
quantitative techniques to characterize cell receptors can be found in
Table 1. In particular, we have shown that cell-to-cell heterogeneity
and cellular distribution can be uncovered by using single-molecule
techniques.

2.3. Understanding the functionality of nanoparticles

Quantitative methods for ligand characterization are necessary to
understand nanomedicine specificity towards the tissue of interest.
In the previous section, we focus on the understanding of the bio-
logical targeting terms of number or density of receptors. Next, we
aim to achieve a better characterization of our targeting ‘bullets’.
Together, this information can provide valuable knowledge about the
nanomedicine targeting efficiency, affinity and (super-) selectivity to-
wards the target cell population.

Surprisingly, there are no standardized characterization methods of
nanoparticles before entering clinical testing [4]. A series of guidelines
named MIRIBEL (Minimum Information Reporting in Bio-Nano Experi-
mental Literature) were recently proposed to standardize bio-nano re-
search across laboratories [93,188]. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first attempt to improve the reproducibility in the field, providing
concrete examples to turn qualitative into quantitative research.

Like cell receptor expression, nanomedicines can be very heteroge-
neous in terms of the number of ligands (Fig. 7A). However, nanoparti-
cles are a hundred times smaller compared to cells, which presents
technical challenges to understand this heterogeneity at a single particle
level. Thus,mostmeasurements are performed in bulk or ensemble, and
average numbers are reported. Although the effects of ligand density on
targeted nanoparticles in cell experiments or in vivo are often reported
[95], themajority of these findings lack quantitativemethods to charac-
terize the number of targeting ligands, let alone the single-particle het-
erogeneity [84]. Targeting ligand may vary in composition and sizes
(antibodies, peptides, aptamers, sugars, and other small molecules
[189]), but the general discussion presented in this section applies to
all of them.

In the context ofmultivalent designparameters,we have shown that
a subtle change in the number of ligands can modulate the super-
selective binding transition of nanoparticles in the right conditions.
The main problem we are facing is that standard conjugation methods
are often nonselective and lack in control of ligand number and orienta-
tion (Fig. 7A,B). For example, antibodies have two antigen-binding sites
which can be totally, partially or non-accessible for target recognition
depending on how they orient on the nanoparticle surface [190]
(Fig. 7B). A mixture of good and badly oriented antibodies can result
from random conjugation methods, such as physical adsorption or
carbodiimide-based covalent conjugation. However, target recognition
can be compromised when bad orientations are favored [191,192].
This scenario illustrates how even a high total conjugation efficiency
does not necessarily result in a high ligand functionality. Recent ap-
proaches focus onmaking nanoparticle functionalizationmore selective
[193–195], thus promoting a correct orientation of targeting ligands for
their intended application. The control over the ligand orientation is a
promising feature, but it remains uncertain whether targeting ligands
preserve their functionality after the conjugation reaction.

Ligand functionality can decrease due to denaturation or shielding of
the antigen-recognizing sites (Fig. 7C). Ligands such as antibodies or
proteins are susceptible to denaturation during conjugation due to hy-
drophobic interactions with the nanoparticle’s surface [89,196]. A re-
duction in alpha-helix content in human serum albumin attached to
nanoparticles was found compared to the protein alone using circular
dichroism [197]. Moreover, shielding of binding sites can occur because
of ligand crowding [198] or protein corona formation [69]. In the latter
case, many efforts have focused on making nanoparticles ‘invisible’ to



Table 1
Advantages and limitations of quantitative techniques for the characterization of cell receptor expression.

Techniques Advantages Limitations Target

Automated quantitative
immunofluorescence

• High throughput
• Multiplexing

• Fixed cells
• Limited resolution

HER2 [152]

Surface plasmon resonance • Label free
• Quantification of
binding kinetics

• No multiplexing
• Limited resolution

EGFR [155]

Bioluminescent assay • Low background
signal

• Live cell
• No photobleaching

• Semi-quantitative
• No spatial informa-
tion

• No multiplexing
• Limited resolution

EGFR and β1 adrenergic receptor [156]

Fluorescence activated cell sorting
(FACS)

• Live cell quantifica-
tion

• High throughput
• Multiplexing

• Lack of spatial infor-
mation

• Limited sensitivity

EpCAM [158], EGFR [158], CD44 [158], HER2 [158,160], N-cadherin and E-cadherin
[158], α1β3 integrin [158], ICAM-1 [158], ER-alpha [158], VEGFR [159], Neuropilin-1
[159], CD16b [187]

Near-field scanning optical
microscopy (NSOM)

• Good resolution
(x-y: 40-100 nm)

• Long scan times
• Complicate
instrumentation

Β-adrenergic receptor [169], EGFR [170]

Stimulated emission depletion
(STED)

• Relatively large field
of view (μm range)

• Relatively fast (sec-
onds)

• 3D imaging possible
• Good resolution
(x-y: 50 nm)

• High laser power
required

• Photostable dyes
required

• Expensive and com-
plicated
instrumentation

Transferrin receptor [178]

Single molecule localization
microscopy (SMLM) : STORM,
DNA-PAINT

• Excellent resolution
(x-y: 20 nm)

• Single-molecule
visualization and
counting

• Multiplexing

• Difficult sample
preparation

• Difficult data analy-
sis

• Relatively long
acquisition
(minutes)

• Live cell imaging
nearly impossible

Metabotropic glutamate receptor [180], MET receptor [181,184,185], TNF-R1 [181],
HER2 [165], Ryanodine receptor [183], EGFR [184,185]

Fig. 7. Schematic representation of targeting challenges at the nanoparticle level.
Antibodies (red) are illustrated as a representative targeting ligand. (A) Conjugation
methods lead to a significant inter- and intrananoparticle ligand heterogeneity.
(B) Random conjugation methods can lead to a variety of ligand orientations on the
nanoparticle surface. (C) The functionality of ligand conjugated nanoparticles can be
compromised by surface crowding of too many ligands and shielding after protein
corona formation.
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the biological environment to avoid these undesired effects by coating
their surface with hydrophilic polymers (such as poly(ethylene glycol)
[199]) or zwitterionic moieties [200]. However, it is still to be deter-
mined to what extent these coatings help in preserving the ligand func-
tionality. The sum of these unfavorable processes can lead to the partial
or total loss of the ligands functionality [196].

Herein, we discuss quantitative methods to characterize the total
and functional amount of conjugated targeting ligands. Characterizing
the total amount of ligands on nanoparticles gives us an idea about
the success of the conjugation procedure and enables the comparison
of different methods. Various methods are described for the characteri-
zation of inorganic nanoparticles [201]. However, most of them are un-
suitable for organic or polymeric materials. For example, nanoparticle
properties play a critical role in techniques such as surface plasmon res-
onance. Themethods described here focus on the characterization of or-
ganic nanoparticles (such as dendrimers, liposomes,micelles, polymeric
11
nanoparticles, amongst others) or are potentially applicable to them. A
clear distinction will be made between ensemble and single-particle
techniques. The latter has a clear advantage in the limit of detection
one can expect to reach. Up to date, limited techniques are described
to characterize nanomedicines individually, putting microscopy-based
techniques into the focus of our discussion.
2.3.1. How many? Characterization of total targeting ligands
A variety of methods have been reported to quantify the number of

total targeting ligands conjugated to nanoparticles. The number of total
ligands should not be confused with the number of functional ligands,
which will be the topic of discussion of the next section (2.3.2).

The total number of conjugated ligands can be determined by indi-
rect or direct methods. By far, the most prominent example of an indi-
rect method is the supernatant assay. This assay is a fast and straight
forward method that relies on the quantification of unbound targeting
ligands. The amount of ligands in the solution is measured before and
after conjugation and the difference is attributed to the effectively con-
jugated ligands. Native or fluorescently labelled ligands of interested
can be measured using UV-Vis or high-performance liquid chromatog-
raphy (HPLC) [202], biochemical (such as Bradford, bicinchoninic acid
(BCA) or enzymatic assay [203]) or immunoassays (for example dot
blot immunoassay [204]). Themain drawback of this indirect technique
is the overestimation of conjugated ligands, due to the loss of ligands in
the nanoparticle purification steps [205].

In contrast, direct characterization techniques quantify the number
of ligands conjugated to nanoparticles, resulting in amore reliablemea-
surement. Ensemble methods are generally fast and high throughput
methods to characterize ligand-functionalized nanoparticles. However,
they are based on average values which mask the true heterogeneity
of a nanoparticle population. Single-molecule characterization tech-
niques enable the study of individual nanoparticles. Thanks to this
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unique feature, heterogeneities in the number of ligands are revealed in
the same nanoparticle batch. The main limitation of these techniques is
their low-throughput compared to ensemble techniques and the re-
quirement of specialized instrumentation.

2.3.1.1. Ensemblemethods for direct ligand quantification.Direct biochem-
ical assays have been described to characterize protein-conjugated
nanoparticles. Most of these assays are based on the reaction with pro-
teins to form a measurable colored product. Functionalized nanoparti-
cles can be incubated directly with some of this reagents to quantify
the number of ligands attached [206,207]. However, some materials
are reported to interfere in biochemical assays such as BCA assays
[208]. Small non-protein ligands can also be measured by using a mod-
ified protocol. For example, the amount of folate conjugated on PLGA-
PEG nanoparticles was determined by detecting the folate molecules
with anti-folate antibodies, and the detection antibodies were quanti-
fied with a BCA assay [209]. Small peptides are more challenging to
quantify because of their reduced number and a limited variety
of amino acids. To overcome this limitation, colorimetric assays are
available that are based on the interaction with specific functional
groups producing a high fluorescent signal. For example, 9,10-
phenanthrenequinone reacts with arginine while epicocconone and
fluorescamine both react with primary amines. These compounds
were used for the quantification of RGD peptides in PLGA-PEG nanopar-
ticles and the binding of nanoparticles to a large panel of proteins
[209–212].

Enzyme-based methods can be applied to quantify the number of
nanoparticle ligands, besides their standard application in IHC to
image cell receptors. Similar to the previous examples, enzyme-based
methods are based on thedetection of a colored product. Unlike a chem-
ical reaction, the colored product originates in this case as a result of an
enzymatic reaction. Enzyme-based methods allow the quantification of
ligands using either an indirect or direct approach. Bouzas-Ramos and
co-workers reported an indirect method to quantify the conjugation of
ligands to streptavidin-functionalized particles relying on the detection
of non-conjugated streptavidin sites [213]. In a direct approach,
Colombo and co-workers transferred antibody-conjugated nanoparti-
cles onto a blotting membrane to detect the total number of
ligands [214].

2.3.1.2. Single-particle methods for direct ligand quantification. HPLC is a
direct quantificationmethod that uses a pressurized column to separate
nanoparticles according to their number of ligands. This technique is
limited to small nanocarriers (for example dendrimers), as bigger parti-
cles might block the HPLC columns. Mullen and co-workers used HPLC
Fig. 8.Distributions of ligand-functionalized dendrimersmeasured usingHPLC. The two formula
if fairly different. The mean number of ligands masks the underlying heterogeneity in these sa
Society.
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to obtain information about interparticle ligand heterogeneity in
dendrimers functionalizedwith two differentmethods [215](Fig. 8). Al-
though the two tested formulations have nearly the samemeannumber
of ligands per nanoparticle, their ligand distributions in Fig. 8 (a) and
(b) are very different. This example clarifies that reporting the mean
number of ligands is not representative of the true nanoparticle hetero-
geneity generated after ligand conjugation [87,192].

Single-molecule fluorescence microscopy is a versatile and thus at-
tractive tool to quantify nanoparticle ligands. Two techniques will be
highlighted here, namely single-molecule photobleaching and STORM
(Fig. 9). Single-molecule photobleaching measures the photobleaching
steps of a fluorescently labelled sample to determine the number of
total molecules per nanoparticle, with each bleaching step representing
a single fluorophore. Nanoparticles can be characterized by fluores-
cently labelling the targeting ligands and quantifying the number of
bleaching steps [216,217]. One of the main challenges is the identifica-
tion of each discrete bleaching step, which limits this method to low la-
belling densities [218]. Belfiore et al. quantified the number of
fluorescently-labelled proteins conjugated to liposomes counting
photobleaching steps using total internal reflection fluorescence
(TIRF) microscopy [219]. Recently, SMLM has emerged as a powerful
tool to characterize the structure of nanomedicines, thanks to itsmolec-
ular specificity and multicolour possibility [220]. SMLM resolves fea-
tures of nanomaterials that cannot be visualized using conventional
fluorescence microscopy techniques [221]. For example, Feiner Gracia
et al. studied how the degradation of silica nanoparticles affects the
total amount of conjugated antibodies using STORM [85].

Single-particle techniques are a valuable tool for the accurate char-
acterization of nanoparticles. In specific, we highlight the ability of
these methods to unveil nanoparticle heterogeneities, which remain
uncovered by ensemble techniques. An overview of direct quantifica-
tion of total nanoparticle ligands (ensemble and single-particle) can
be found in Table 2.
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2.3.2. How functional? Target recognition ability of nanoparticle ligands
The characterization of the total amount of ligands alone fails to

provide information about the functionality of conjugated ligands.
Understanding the functionality of ligands is vital to quantify target-
recognizing ability and multivalent binding effects, as outlined earlier.
Common processes such as denaturation and steric hindrance between
targetingmoieties reduce the targeting functionality of the nanoparticle
significantly. Thus, it is important to understand both the total conju-
gated ligand and the functional binding sites to modulate nanoparticle
functionality [194]. Similar to the previous section, functional ligand
tions despicted in (A) and (B) have a similarmean number of ligands but their distribution
mples. Figure adapted with permission from [215], Copyright (2010) American Chemical



Fig. 9. Single-molecule microscopy approaches to quantify the number of total
nanoparticle ligands. (A) Single-molecule photobleaching. (i) Total internal reflection
fluorescence image of fluorescently labelled individual proteins. (ii) Example of intensity
profiles of single proteins. The individual steps represent bleaching of a single
fluorophore. Nanoparticle ligands can be quantified by counting the total bleaching
steps. Figure adapted from [219], Copyright 2018, with permission from Elsevier.
(B) Stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM). (i) Schematic representation
of STORM quantification. Proteins are fluorescently labelled and counted at a single-
molecule bases. (ii) Quantification of number of antibodies attached to nanoparticles in
time. Figure adapted with permission of Wiley from [85].
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characterization techniques will be divided in ensemble and single-
molecule approaches.

2.3.2.1. Ensemble methods for functional ligand quantification. The major-
ity of ensemble methods focus on the characterization of functional an-
tibodies (Fig. 10). As previously mentioned, those can be oriented in
many different configurations on the nanoparticle surface. Antibody
functionality assays can be performed by either detecting the antigen-
binding site (fab) using detection molecules (such as anti-fab antibod-
ies) or in a more direct approach by quantifying ligand binding. In the
first case, functional antibodies can be detected using fluorescently-
labelled fab-specific antibodies and quantified using UV-vis [226] or
flow cytometry [227]. While UV-vis is straight forward to perform,
quantification by flow cytometry is limited to particles of a minimum
size of 200-500 nm for accurate detection. Lo Guidice and co-workers
developed an approach to circumvent this limitation bymeasuring var-
ious nanoparticles simultaneously in a defined volume. Previous knowl-
edge about the concentration of nanoparticles and the detection volume
Table 2
Advantages and limitations of total nanoparticle ligand quantification methods. Methods are d

Advantages

Ensemble techniques
Supernatant assay • Fast

• easy
Biochemical colorimetric assays • Fast

• Specificity
Enzyme-based methods • Fast

• Cost-effective
• Versatile

Single-particle techniques
High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) • Good sensitivity
Stepwise Photobleaching • Versatile

• Relatively simple
Stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) • Molecular specificity

• Excellent resolution
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of the flow cytometry laser is required. The authors detected functional
transferrinmolecules on nanoparticles and reported that only 24-30% of
the conjugated transferrin ligands were functional [228].

A direct approach was introduced by Jeong and co-workers, who
used fluorescently labelled HER2 antigens to detect functional antibod-
ies coupled to silica nanoparticles. The fluorescent signal of bound anti-
gens was quantified using a fluorescence imaging system. The authors
reported that almost full functionality of antibodies was maintained
using a controlled click chemistry approach [229]. Saha and colleagues
used a sandwich assay to characterize the antigen-binding site and frag-
ment crystallizable region (Fc) accessibility of antibody-conjugated
magnetic nanoparticles based on radioactivity detection. This thorough
study determined the optimal conjugation parameters for the conjuga-
tion of antibodies to nanoparticles but concluded that only between
20-30% of all Fab and Fc fragments were accessible [230]. In a different
approach, Lo Guidice and co-workers used immuno quantum dots and
fluorescence spectroscopy to detect functional epitopes [231]. In line
with the previous results, the authors reported that less than 20% of
the conjugated ligands were functional.

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is an easy and com-
monly used technique in diagnostics [233] and can be applied to charac-
terize active antibodies on nanoparticles. In this approach, antigen or
capture molecules are immobilized on microplate wells and incubated
with ligand-conjugated nanoparticles. The detection of captured nano-
particles is usually performed using immunoperoxidase or peroxidase
conjugates and a substrate that gives a colorimetric signal upon reac-
tion. Using this method, Byzova et al. reported that more antibody cov-
erage does not necessarily lead to an increase in active antibodies,
indicating that crowding effects play a significant role in the antigen-
recognizing ability of antibody functionalized gold nanoparticles [198].
In a similar approach, this method was applied to recognize in the
same assay functional antibodies and Fc domain exposure [222].
Enzyme-based methods were also performed in solution using an
adapted protocol. However, the reported studies are specific for anti-
HRP antibodies. The translation into other targeting ligands might be
difficult since only a limited number of antigens have an enzymatic ac-
tivity that can be used as a readout. Recent reports suggest that
covalently-conjugated and protein A-mediated conjugation of antibod-
ies result in more functional nanoparticles compared to physically
adsorbed antibodies [194,223]. In another study, it was found that a
high amount of conjugated antibodies lead to a decrease in antigen rec-
ognition, which can be attributed to steric hindrance among antibodies
themselves [224]. Ruiz et al. highlighted the importance of pH in the ori-
entation of adsorbed antibodies, suggesting that the positive antibodies
charges are responsible for dictating the orientation on the gold nano-
particles surface [225]. These examples stress the importance of study-
ing both the total and the functional number of ligands.
ivided into ensemble and single-particle techniques.

Limitations Reference

• Indirect method
• Overestimation of ligands

[202–204]

• Nanoparticle interference
• Limited in most cases to protein detection

[206,207,209,210]

• Requires detection molecules with enzymatic activity [213,214]

• Limited to very small particles [87,215]
• Limited to low fluorescent density
• Fluorescence quenching

[216,217,219]

• Photobleaching
• Difficult sample preparation

[85]



Fig. 10. Selection of quantitative ensemble methods to characterize functional of ligand-conjugated nanoparticles. (A) Schematic representation of an enzyme-based assay performed in
solution. Anti-horseradish peroxidase (HRP) antibody conjugated nanoparticles are incubated with HRP to detect the functional ligand binding sites. HRP oxidizes its substrate ABTS
resulting in a colorimetric output that can be correlated with the number of functional antibodies. Figure adapted from [225], Copyright (2019) Americal Chemical Society.
(B) Schematic representation of fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). Nanoparticles are simultaneously illuminated in a defined volume. Functional nanoparticles can be quantified
having previous knowledge about the nanoparticle concentration and the detection volume of the instrument. Figure adapted from [228]. (C) Schematic representation of a radio-labelled
assay. (i) Detection of functional antigen binding sites is performed via a sandwich assay. (ii) Detection of fc domains using radio-labelled fc-binding protein G. Figure adapted under a
Creative Commons license from [230] (D) Schematic representation of quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) detection. Functionality of nanoparticles is assessed by recording the increase
of mass after ligand binding using a quartz crystal resonator. Figure adapted with permission of RSC from [232].
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Quartz crystalmicrobalance (QCM) is a precise and versatilemethod
that detects the change of mass in a system by recording a frequency
shift in a quartz crystal resonator. Functionality of nanoparticles can
be assessed using the mass shift originating from ligand binding to
their antigen [232,234]. Gianneli et al. used a sandwich-like approach
principle to characterize the functional transferrin ligands on nanopar-
ticles. The authors report a difference in functional transferrinmolecules
depending on the nanoparticle surface chemistry, remarking that orien-
tation of ligands strongly depends on the nanoparticles nature and
should be analyzed carefully in each case [232].

2.3.2.2. Single-particle methods for functional ligand quantification. Single-
moleculemicroscopy approaches have been described to characterize the
functionality of ligands on individual nanoparticles. These techniques
-mostly based on immunogold electron microscopy or super-resolution
fluorescence microscopy- unveil the true heterogeneity of the nano-
particle populations by measuring their ligand functionality (Fig. 11).
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However, they are generally low throughput and labour intensive, since
an adequate sample size needs to be imaged for significant statistics.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) maps the functional epitopes
of ligand-conjugated nanoparticles using a gold nanoparticle probe. Daw-
son et al. reported a consistent low functionality of ligands (1-10%) such
as transferrin of epidermal growth factor and a high interparticle hetero-
geneity [231,235]. Oliveira and co-workers found that covalent conjuga-
tion leads to higher ligand binding compared to physical adsorption
using both TEM and fluorescence detection of anti-fab antibodies [226].
In the field of SMLM, a novel approach was proposed to quantify the
number of functional antibodies on nanoparticles based on DNA-PAINT.
Delcanale et al. used biotin-DNA probes to quantify the number of func-
tional anti-biotin antibodies conjugated to polystyrene nanoparticles by
qPAINT. Consistentwith previous single-molecule studies, the authors re-
vealed significant heterogeneity in the nanoparticle populations [236].

In this section,we focused on the investigation of the functionality of
nanoparticles in terms of target-recognizing ligands, in contrast to only



Fig. 11. Single-molecule techniques to quantify ligand functionality on nanoparticles. (A) Antigen epitope mapping using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). (i) Schematic
representation of antigen mapping using gold nanoparticle probes functionalized with an antigen binding fragment (fab). (ii) TEM images of the functional epitopes on transferrin-
conjugated nanoparticles. Gold nanoparticles are seen as electron dense black spots. Figure adapted with permission of ACS from [235]. (B) Antigen binding site mapping of antibodies
using DNA-points accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography (DNA-PAINT). (I) Schematic representation of DNA-PAINT. Antigen conjugated to a single DNA-strand is used to
recognize the antigen binding sites of antibodies conjugated to nanoparticles. Bound antigens are imaged using a fluorophore conjugated to the complementary single DNA strand. (ii)
2-colour DNA-PAINT images revealing functional anti-digoxigenin (green) and anti-biotin (red) antibodies. Figure adapted from [236], Copyright (2018) Americal Chemical Society.
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the total number. A summary of functionality characterizationmethods
can be found in Table 3. Surprisingly, we learned that the percentage of
functional ligands is relatively low compared to their total number.
Once more, we outline that single-particle methods allow investigating
the individual heterogeneity of nanoparticles.

3. Future directions and conclusions

Despite the exponentially growing research efforts in the field of
targeted nanomedicines, there is no clinically approved therapy so
far. This disillusionment demonstrates that targeting is not as easy as
postulated in the ‘magic bullet’ concept more than a hundred years
ago by Paul Ehrlich. Therefore, amore profound and quantitative under-
standing of nanomedicine targeting is needed. Nanomedicine is an
Table 3
Advantages and limitations of functional nanoparticle ligand quantification methods.

Advantages

Ensemble techniques
Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) • Fast

• Multiplexing

Radio-labelled assay • Fast
• High sensitivity

Fluorescently labelled antigen detection • Fast and easy to perform
• Versatile

Enzyme-based methods • Fast and easy to perform
• Cost-effective
• Versatile

Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) • Versatile
• Label free
• In flow conditions: mimi
environment

Single-molecule techniques
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) • Label free

• Mapping of single-partic
functionality

DNA-points accumulation for imaging in nanoscale
topography (DNA-PAINT)

• Multiplexing
• No photobleaching
• Excellent resolution
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interdisciplinary field which requires know-how on many research
areas: theoretical modelling, cell biology, chemistry and microscopy,
amongst others. We believe that by unifying theoretical prediction
and standardized experimental nanomedicine characterization the
community can move the field away from a ‘trial and error’ routine
and reach a (more) rational design of nanomedicines.

In this review, we highlight the advances in the theoretical design of
super-selective multivalent nanoparticles and quantitative techniques
to uncover the real picture of targeting at the cell and nanoparticle
level. These two aspects are, in our view, very connected. While model-
ling can provide a prediction of the most effective design, we need
quantitative data to provide input to such a model. In particular, data
about receptor expression and mobility, nanoparticle size and number
of functional ligands is necessary to match the theoretical predictions.
Limitations Reference

• Nanoparticle size limitation (> 300-500
nm)

• Fluorescence quenching

[228]

• Requires safety measures
• Relatively expensive

[230]

• Unspecific binding
• Labelling of antigen required
• Fluorescence quenching

[229]

• Requires detection molecules with enzy-
matic activity

[194,198,222–225]

cs in vivo

• Steric hindrance between nanoparticles
limits detection

[232]

le
• Labor-intensive
• No multiplexing
• Dry sample and high vacuum

[226,231,235,237,238]

• Unspecific DNA binding
• Long imaging time
• Difficult sample preparation

[236]
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Therefore, the availability of suitable characterizationmethods is aman-
datory step towards the controlled formulation of successful nanoparti-
cles, as discussed extensively in this review.

Advances in theoreticalmodeling highlight the importance of a care-
ful design of targeted nanomedicines to selectively reach a specific cell
population. Super-selectivity is an attractive concept that has been in-
tensively studied in theoreticalmodels, but is not yet consolidated in ex-
perimental targeting conditions. One of themain challenges to translate
theoretical to experimental observations might be the complex
implementations of in vitro or in vivo conditions in current models.
We envision that in the future, concepts such as kinetic barriers, the ef-
fect of physiological fluids on the binding thermodynamics or competi-
tion binding of endogenous ligands with multivalent nanoparticles will
improve the understanding and limitations of super-selectivity in a
more realistic scenario.

Wefind that targeting is amolecularproblemandhas tobeaddressed
with techniques able to unveil information at the single-molecule
level. The power of single-molecule techniques lies in the uncovering
of the underlying heterogeneity in receptor expression and ligand
functionalization.Heterogeneity can lead to a broaddistribution in func-
tional targeting ligands, which can be advantageous or unfavorable de-
pending on the specific situation. If the receptor distribution on the
target cells is equally heterogeneous, this can result in an advantage be-
causemore than one cell population is targeted. In contrast, if the recep-
tor distribution is narrow, only a small fraction of nanoparticleswill bind
specifically, resulting in an overall decrease of targeting efficiency. The
presence of this heterogeneity might lead to unexpected consequences
and requires further investigation. The ability to count individual mole-
cules opens the door towards understanding and manipulating
targeting at a molecular level, instead of relying on semi-quantitative
trends. Additionally, we would like to encourage the characterization
of ligand functionality as opposed to report ligand numbers solemnly.

The field of optical imaging experienced in the last decade, several
breakthroughs andnew imagingmethods andmodalities are nowavail-
able [239–241]. In particular, super-resolution microscopy can provide
molecular quantification of both cell receptors and targeting ligands.
The field of targeted therapies can highly benefit of these methods in
order to obtain a deeper understanding of both the targeted receptors
and the targeting nanoparticles. In general, characterization trends are
going towards the combination or correlation of techniques, such as
correlative super-resolution and electron microscopy [242]. Correlative
light electronmicroscopy (CLEM) unifies the best characteristics of both
techniques and will enable the understanding of new exciting features
in the context of individual cellular compartments [243,244].

In the bigger picture, it is crucial to understand and overcome biolog-
ical barriers that hinder the interaction of nanomedicine with the target
receptor (protein corona, cell barriers and extracellular matrix diffusion,
amongst others [63,64,71,78,79]). In addition to the approaches
highlightedhere,methodologies for thequantitative analysis of nanopar-
ticle uptake might help to shed light into the many remaining questions
about the nanoparticle fate [245–248]. Together, these efforts and the
standardization of quantitative approaches [93,249] will ultimately en-
able the translation ofmultivalent nanomedicines frombench to bedside.

In this review, we aim to provide the communitywith a useful over-
view of the toolbox for the advancement in the rational design of mul-
tivalent nanomedicines. Learning from the current poor clinical
success of active-targeted nanoparticles will help us to devise what
new fundamental knowledge is needed to design the next generation
of targeted therapies.
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